Ivy Takes Care

After her best friend, Annie, leaves for a
fancy camp in New Hampshire, Ivy cant
imagine how shes going to endure the long,
hot Nevada summer with no one around
but that pain-in-the-neck Billy Joe
Butterworth next door and all those
melancholy visitors to the Red Star Guest
Ranch. Happily, an answer comes to Ivy in
a flash of honey-colored topaz, and she
cleverly hires herself out to take care of
peoples farm animals or pets while theyre
away. So begins a summer of discovery for
tenderhearted but sensible Ivy, who must
win over the stubborn pony Chestnut, take
on the challenge of training a puppy named
Inca, and patiently court the trust of the
magnificent
but
scarred
racehorse
Andromeda. All this while tending to her
own private hurts and hopes and managing
the hapless tagalong Billy Joe, who has a
knack for trouble and accidents like
nobody else!Celebrated writer Rosemary
Wells delivers a compassionately observed
and exquisitely distilled novel set in the
midcentury Southwest about a young
heroine with an exceptional gift, a heart of
gold, and a budding dream for her future.

Ivy Takes Care has 31 reviews and 14 ratings. Reviewer Cool dog wrote: This is a great book for people that love
animals.Little Leveled Readers, Level C: Be Kind to Furry Animals. By. Maria Fleming. Grade. N/A. Reading level. C.
eBook. $0.94. Out of Stock. Save to Wishlist.Fifth-graders Ivy and Annie have been friends for forever, but their lives
are actually quite different, a fact made increasingly apparent as working-class IvyIVY TAKES CARE! I will care for
your dog or pony, snake, turtle, fish, cat, or bird while you enjoy your vacation. Experience and references provided.
Please callIvy Takes Care: Rosemary Wells, Emily Beresford: 9781511361002: Books - . Ivy Takes Care. By Rosemary
Wells. Illustrated by Jim LaMarche. In a heart- and humour-filled adventure by On the Blue Comet authorAbout Ivy
Takes Care. In a heart- and humor-filled adventure by On the Blue Comet author Rosemary Wells, a girl spends a
summer caring for animals in theAfter her best friend, Annie, leaves for a fancy camp in New Hampshire, Ivy cant
imagine how shes going to endure the long, hot Nevada summer with no one Both hold true once again in her latest
book, Ivy Takes Care, the quietly touching story of a girl who has a sense of compassion beyond herIvy Takes Care
[Rosemary Wells, Jim LaMarche] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In a heart- and humor-filled adventure by
On the BlueIn a heart- and humor-filled adventure by On the Blue Comet author Rosemary Wells, a girl spends a
summer caring for animals in the mid-century Southwest.Set in the 1950s in the West, Ivy runs a pet-sitting service for
the summer and tries to keep the boy next door from destroying everything. Hes not bad, justIvy Takes Care and
millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Ivy Takes Care Hardcover February 26, 2013. In a heart- and
humor-filled adventure by On the Blue Comet author Rosemary Wells, a girl spends a summer caring for animals in the
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mid-century Southwest.Ivy Takes Care has 131 ratings and 39 reviews. Susan said: This is such a sweet, old fashioned
story! I really enjoyed it. Ivys family doesnt have a lo Seemingly plucked from a middle-of-last-century bookshelf, this
wholesome tale of a spunky fifth-grade girls experiences in rural Nevada has a
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